
THE TITLE OF THE EXHIBITION

at the Art Afrique Gallery in November 2012,
aptly describes the nature of the majority of

the porcelain works that were on display. Seven
artists showed their ceramic work, including Sandy
Godwin, Rika Herbst, Caroline Janse van Rensburg,
Dale Lambert, Karen Murray, Pamela Schroeder and
John Shirley.

Sandy Godwin is an award winning ceramist
whose work is also represented in the permanent

k Collection of the Pretoria Art Museum.
Godwin's shapes are sensitively thrown and
turned and, subsequently, decorated in a (usually)
monochrome, dark pattern derived from the use of
floral and geometric laces and other textiles. The
outside surfaces have a seductive, velvety texture,
although gold lustre is used here and there to
enhance the pattern. The insides are glazed. There
is something about the exquisite simplicity of the
forms and light/dark theme of the decoration that
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reminds one of the work of Lucie Rie, alfhough the
surface decoration is more delicate and intricate.

Rika Herbst is represented in the Corobrik
Collection, as weU as the Korea Ceramic Foundation
and recently the Kulturzentrum, Kapfenberg
Austria. Her work received an honourable mention
at the 2011 International Ceramics Festival of Mino,
Japan and was selected for the final exhibition of
the Gi/eonggi International Ceramics Biennale (Korea)

Faeifigpage, top: Rfíimlleñfst. Cast and cnrveii coloii-red porcelain.
Facing page, below: Sandy Godwin.

Thrown porcelain ivitli airbriishcd stirfacc treatment.
Top left: Caroline ]nnse van Rensburg.

Hnmihiiilt porcelain with tea light.
ibove: Karen Murray. Porcelahi plate with painted engraved image.

Below: Dale Lambert. Tlmnvn porcelain
with water-etdied surface treatment.

2011. In her work she explores the translucency of
porcelain, when for instance layering coloured and
white porcelain and deeply carving the surface, yet
she also works with porcelain's material presence
and it is this quality that probably resonates with
Japanese and Korean audiences, for whom the
translucency of porcelain (traditionally) has not
been its primary aesthetic quality. In fact, in the
East little was made of the difference between



stoneware and porcelain. Thus when looking at her
heavier plates and bowls with carved motifs often
derived from tree branch shapes, it is the solidity
that is emphasised, offset by the pierced walls and
the coral-like texture. It is unusual to encounter
porcelain in its state of physicality, rather than in its
delicacy. Her inspiration is derived from an abiding
love of trees, which furthermore resonates with an
Eastern appreciation of nature.

Caroline van Rensburg designs lighting features
and creates the fittings from hand modelled leaves
and flowers, interspersed with porcelain filaments.

seedpods and pellets. These form a dense, decorative
casing through which the light is attractively
dappled. The fittings are mostly pyramidal or bell-
shaped and are smoothly glazed.

Also an award winning ceramist. Dale Lambert
throws porcelain vessels and coils robust porcelain
shapes. The surfaces of her thrown vessels are often
'etched' in a relief network of loose brush marks

Like Godwin, the quiet beauty of her work derives
from the exquisite skill with which she achieves
sinuous silhouettes.

Karen Murray (who has received regional
and national awards for her work), creates large
sculptural figures and smaller figurines, expressively



modelling and fragmenting the body in clay. The
figures sometimes acquire rabbit features, creating
hybrid yet all too human forms that radiate human
emotions and states of being. For this exhibition
Murray has engraved similar hybrid beings, as
well as imaginary rabbit-like animals, on plates
to humorous and endearing effect. Long-legged
hares sit around in goofy and nonchalant poses and
spotted rabbit-dogs position themselves next to
birds and carrots. Murray's love of anthropomorphic
observation is captured in these keen figure studies.

Pamela Schroeder's visually arresting manganese
inlays, consisting variously of circle or sun shapes,
derive from her background in graphic design
and love of African history and cultures. The bold
manganese inlays resemble patterns found on
West African cloth, but Schroeder has developed a
personal language of shapes which she applies to the
organic handbuilt porcelain vessels.

John Shirley's work perhaps encapsulates the
translucency reflected in the title of the show by
sheer dint of the thinness and delicacy of his work.
An interesting playoff exists between the virtually

disappearing vessel and emphasis of the surface
created by brush strokes in soft hues of green, violet
and brown. Layered and overlapping brush strokes
in varying thicknesses are interspersed with splashy
droplets to create a mesmerising aquatic setting.
Lately, Shirley has started exploring slight distortion
in his sensitive shapes and exploits alterations
that occur during firing to add an element of the
uncontrollable to his masterfully precise shapes.

Overall the exhibition beauHfully demonstrates
the light-transmitting qualities of porcelain, the
loveliness of form that only sensitive skill can
achieve (as seen in the work of Godwin, Lambert and
Shirley), astute observation of human behaviour and,
surprisingly, the more material aspect of porcelain in
its earthy embodiment. The works complement and
resonate with each other in their exploration of a
common medium and the ceramists would do well
to continue their collaboration.

Runette Kruger is the acting Head of Department of Fine and
Applied Arts at the Tshwane University of Technology, in Pretoria,
South Africa (krugerr@tut.ac.za).

Facing page: Pamela Schroeder. Handbuilt using coloured porcelain.
Above: John Shirley. Cast bone china with wax resist and soluble salts.
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